The Leray-Samelson theorem strengthens these statements when the multiplication for G is homotopy associative. In this case, the isomorphism H .GI Q/ Š^W is one of Hopf algebras, where^W has the standard (co)multiplication C W^W !^W˝^W given by C.w/ D w˝1C1˝w for w 2 W [17, Theorem 3.8.14] . Further, the homotopy equivalence G Q ' Q i K.W 2iC1 ; 2i C1/ above is realized by an H-equivalence, where the product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces comes equipped with the unique homotopyassociative and homotopy-commutative multiplication.
In this paper, we prove fibrewise versions of the Hopf and Leray-Samelson theorems using Sullivan model techniques. We work in the setting of fibrewise pointed spaces and maps over a fixed base B as in Crabb and James [5] . We assume all ordinary spaces are of the homotopy type of (well-pointed) CW-complexes of finite type. We say such a space is homotopy finite if it is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex. A fibrewise space X means a fibration pW X ! B , and a fibrewise basepoint a (choice of) section W B ! X of p . Then a fibrewise pointed space consists of X together with fixed choices of p and . (Fibrewise pointed) maps between fibrewise pointed spaces are maps over B (via p ) and under B (via ). Homotopies are fibrewise pointed and denoted B B . The relation between spaces over and under B of being fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalent will be denoted by ' B B . A fibrewise multiplication on X is a fibrewise pointed map mW X B X ! X where X B X ! B is the fibre product. A fibrewise H-space X is a fibrewise pointed space X together with a fibrewise multiplication m such that the maps m ı .1 c/ ı and m ı .c 1/ ı are both fibrewise pointed homotopic to the identity of X , where W X ! X B X is the diagonal and c is the fibrewise null map c D ı pW X ! X . Fibrewise homotopy associativity is defined, in the usual way, with the appropriate identity holding up to fibrewise pointed homotopy. See Crabb and James [5] for a basic discussion of fibrewise H-spaces. Suppose X; m is a fibrewise H-space and let G denote the fibre over a basepoint (in the ordinary sense) of B. Then G is an H-space with the restricted multiplication written m G . We say X is fibrewise trivial (as a fibrewise pointed space) if there is a fibrewise pointed equivalence f W X ! B G . Here it is understood that B G is the fibrewise space with projection p 1 W B G ! B and basepoint i 1 W B ! B G . A fibrewise H-space X admits a fibrewise rationalization X .Q/ over B and a localization map X ! X .Q/ which is a map over B ; see May [15] . We say X is rationally fibrewise trivial if X .Q/ is fibrewise trivial, that is, if X .Q/ is fibrewise pointed homotopically equivalent to a trivial fibration over B . Our first result is the following which may be viewed as a fibrewise version of Hopf's theorem:
Theorem 1 Let X be a fibrewise H-space over B with fibre G , with X , B and G all of finite type, and either X or G homotopy finite. Suppose (1) B is simply connected with zero odd-dimensional rational cohomology;
(2) G has zero even-dimensional rational homotopy;
(3) X is nilpotent as a space.
Then X is rationally fibrewise trivial.
If X is a fibrewise H-space that is rationally fibrewise trivial, then we have H .X I Q/ Š H .BI Q/˝^W and X .Q/ ' B B B K;
where the cohomology isomorphism is one of algebras, and K is a product of rational Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces.
Our main result strengthens Theorem 1 if we add the hypothesis of associativity on the fibrewise multiplication. It may be viewed as a fibrewise version of the Leray-Samelson theorem. We say X; m is fibrewise H-trivial (as a fibrewise H-space) if X is fibrewise trivial via a fibrewise pointed, fibrewise equivalence f W X ! B G satisfying
Here 
Here C r .w/ denotes a term in B˝P sDr 1 sD1 .^sW˝^r s W /. Given w 2 W , we write w for w˝1 and w 0 for 1˝w . In Theorem 3.2, we prove that when B has evenly graded cohomology and W is oddly graded then the relative model is equivalent to one with a trivial differential on W . Taking B trivial retrieves the ordinary (nonfibrewise) Hopf theorem. In Theorem 3.4, we prove that, under these same hypotheses, C associative implies that C is equivalent to the standard comultiplication: C 0 .w/ D w C w 0 for w 2 W . Here taking B to be trivial retrieves the ordinary Leray-Samelson theorem. Theorem 2 retrieves the following result of Crabb and Sutherland. Let G be a topological group and p G W EG ! BG the universal principal G -bundle. Form the adjoint bundle
where G acts on itself by the adjoint action and EG G G is the quotient of EG G by the diagonal action. This is a fibrewise group with the multiplication induced by that on the fibres.
Proposition (Crabb-Sutherland [6, Proposition 2.2]) Let G be a compact, connected Lie group. Then Ad.p G / is rationally fibrewise H-trivial.
This result forms the basis for the finiteness results of [6] . We discuss this type of application further in Section 4 below.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider preliminary issues on modeling fibrewise H-spaces with Sullivan DG algebras. In Section 3, we prove fibrewise versions of Hopf's theorem (Theorem 3.2) and the Leray-Samelson theorem (Theorem 3.4). The former is an extension of an elementary argument for the original Hopf theorem using Sullivan models. The proof of Theorem 3.4 is considerably more involved and follows the line of argument of Arkowitz and Lupton [1] . Theorems 1 and 2 are direct consequences. In Section 4, we apply Theorem 2 to obtain the rational fibrewise H-triviality of a certain class of fibrewise groups admitting a universal example. We deduce the rational H-commutativity of the corresponding groups of sections, a class of groups including and generalizing the gauge groups of principal bundles.
Rationalization of fibrewise H-spaces
Our purpose in this section is to give criteria on Sullivan models for fibrewise rational triviality and fibrewise rational H-triviality to hold. First, we consider localization. Note that, in the following, we are using localization in the sense of fibrewise localization as well as in the sense of localization of a nilpotent space. Suppose X is just a fibrewise pointed space pW X ! B with basepoint W B ! X . Assume is X nilpotent as a space and B is simply connected. Write F for the fibre which is then a nilpotent space by Hilton, Mislin and Roitberg [12, Theorem 2.2.2]. These hypotheses imply the existence of a fibre square:
in which the horizontal maps are rationalizations (see [12, page 67]). The map Q is the rationalization of and is a section up to homotopy.
These hypotheses on X also ensure that X admits a fibrewise rationalization
by May [15] (see Llerena [14] also). Here .Q/ D`. X / ı . The map induced on fibres by`. X / is a rationalization map F ! F Q . The latter construction has a universal property: Let gW X ! Y .Q/ be a fibrewise map over B where Y .Q/ has fibre a rational space. Then there is a map hW X .Q/ ! Y .Q/ unique up homotopy over B , such that g B h ı`. X / and h [14, Proposition 6.1]. As a consequence of this uniqueness, we obtain X .Q/ as the pullback of p Q by`B . It follows that X Q fibrewise trivial H) X .Q/ fibrewise trivial:
Next suppose X is a fibrewise H-space. Then the fibrewise multiplication m on X induces one m .Q/ on X .Q/ that is unique up to fibrewise equivalence. Similarly, by universality m induces a fibrewise multiplication m Q on X Q (although m Q is only unique up to homotopy equivalence). Since
The two implications highlighted in the preceding discussion may be established as follows. In the first case, from the (homotopy) pullback displayed above, standard arguments obtain a fibrewise pointed map B F Q ! X .Q/ that is an (ordinary) homotopy equivalence. Then this map is actually a fibrewise pointed homotopy equivalence, from, eg [5, Part I, Theorem 13.2 and Part II, Theorem 1.29] (see also [7] ). A similar line of argument may be applied to obtain the second implication.
Turning to Sullivan models, let .^V; d B / and .^W; d F / denote, respectively, the minimal Sullivan models for B and F . The fibration pW X ! B has a relative minimal model (see [8, Section 15] ). This is an inclusion of DG algebras
The DG algebra .^V˝^W; D/ is a Sullivan model for X in the sense of [8, Section 12] . The differential D satisfies D.w/ d F .w/ 2^V C˝^W for w 2 W . Furthermore, W admits an ordered basis fw i g that satisfies D.w i / 2^V˝^W .i / where W .i / is spanned by the w j with j < i (a K-S-for Koszul-Sullivan-basis). The section W B ! X induces a map P W .^V˝^W; D/ ! .^V; d B / which we may take to be the projection (cf [10, page 368]). Notice that P is a DG algebra map which implies that W ^V˝^W generates a D -stable ideal. The relative minimal model construction extends the fundamental correspondence between homotopy classes of maps of rational spaces and DG homotopy classes of maps of minimal Sullivan algebras to the fibrewise setting. Recall this correspondence in the ordinary case may be expressed in terms of a pair of adjoint functors (passage to Sullivan models and spatial realization) and implies a bijection OEB 0 Q ; B Q Á OEB; B 0 where, the left-hand side is the set of homotopy classes of maps between rational nilpotent spaces and the right-hand side is the set of DG homotopy classes of maps between DG algebras (cf Bousfield and Gugenheim [4] ).
Now let X and X 0 be pointed fibrewise spaces, nilpotent as ordinary spaces, over a simply connected base B . Write OEX 0 ; X B B for the set of fibrewise pointed homotopy classes of fibrewise pointed maps X 0 ! X (see [5, Section 3] ). Rationalizing, we obtain the corresponding set OEX 0 Q ; X Q B Q B Q . On the algebra side, let .^V; d B / ! .^V˝^W; D/ and .^V; d B / ! .^V˝^W 0 ; D 0 / denote the relative minimal models for X and X 0 , respectively. Let^.t; dt / denote the acyclic DG algebra with jtj D 0 and the p i W^.t; dt / ! Q the evaluations of t at i D 0; 1. Suppose either (i) X 0 is a finite complex or (ii) the fibre F for X has only finitely many nonzero rational homotopy groups. Then there is a natural bijection of sets
The assumption X 0 finite is used in the proof to perform an induction over the terms in a Moore-Postnikov decomposition of X Q ! B Q . If .F /˝Q is finite-dimensional this decomposition is finite already and so (ii) is sufficient for X 0 infinite CW. Naturality follows from the naturality of passage to models and spatial realization in the ordinary case.
We may pass from the minimal model to an arbitrary model of
In this case, we say .B; ı B / is a model for B . Forming the pushout gives a commutative square (1) 
Proof It suffices to produce a natural bijection
Consider the diagram with vertical quasi-isomorphisms as in the middle column of (1): ] to x ı . ˝1/ to obtain , a DG algebra map under and over^V . The proof that these assignments set up the needed bijection on homotopy sets follows the standard argument (see [8, Section 14; 9, Section 3]).
We now fix a pointed fibrewise space X over a simply connected base B and a relative model written .B; d B / ! .B˝^W; D/. Write F for the fibre so that .^W; d F / is a minimal model for F . A simple criterion for fibrewise rational triviality is the following:
Theorem 2.4 Let X be a pointed fibrewise space with X nilpotent and B simply connected. Suppose either (i) X is homotopy finite or (ii) F has finitely many nontrivial rational homotopy groups. Suppose D.w/ D d F .w/ for all w 2 W in the relative model for X . Then X is rationally fibrewise trivial. 
Now suppose X is a fibrewise H-space with fibrewise multiplication m and fibre G .
We describe the Sullivan model for m. A relative model for the fibre product X B X is given by 1/ ı are pointed fibrewise homotopic to the identity we obtain that C.w/ w w 0 B˝^CW˝^CW . Thus we may write
is the projection. We refer to a map C satisfying these conditions as a fibrewise multiplication of models.
There is a natural notion of equivalence, or isomorphism, of fibrewise multiplications on
We say that m 1 and m 2 are fibrewise equivalent fibrewise multiplications if there is a fibrewise pointed, fibrewise homotopy equivalence f W X ! Y for which the diagram
This translates to give a corresponding notion of equivalence between fibrewise multiplications of models. We phrase this in the form in which we use it below.
Definition 2.5 Say that two fibrewise multiplications of models
/ that is the identity on B and commutes with the projections, such that
commutes up to DG homotopy under and over B . We will denote this equivalence by .D 1 ; C 1 / Á B B .D 2 ; C 2 / or, in case the differential is the same on either model, simply by
Our criterion for rational fibrewise H-triviality is the following:
Theorem 2.6 Let X be a fibrewise H-space with X a nilpotent space, B simply connected and either X or the fibre G homotopy finite. Suppose that .D;
Applying Lemma 2.3 again, the spatial realization of the diagram (2) for C 1 D C 0 and
Fibrewise Hopf and Leray-Samelson Theorems
Hopf's theorem, as enunciated at the start of this paper, may be viewed as the statement that the differential vanishes in the Sullivan minimal model of an H -space. This result may be proved directly in the framework of Sullivan models (see [8, Example 3, page 143]). Our first main result in this section generalizes this form of Hopf's theorem to fibrewise H-spaces that satisfy a certain technical condition.
We first introduce some notational conventions for describing elements of B˝^W˝^W . Suppose fw i g is a basis of W . For r 2, let I D .i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i r / be an r -tuple of indices, in which i 1 Ä i 2 Ä Ä i r . We denote the length r of an r -tuple I by jI j. We will write w I for w i 1 w i 2 w i r 2^W . Then let " D . 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; r / be a binary r -tuple with each i D 0 or 1, and such that 1 Ä P r iD1 i Ä r 1 (which excludes the r -tuples .0; 0; : : : ; 0/ and .1; 1; : : : ; 1/). We will write w I for
. We allow for repeated indices in I if even degree generators in W are present. Also, we write w I for w 
. Then we will write the typical element of B˝^CW˝^CW whose terms involve r -fold products of exactly those w i 's whose indices appear in I as Finally, we write S i for the binomial w i C w 0 i and extend this to
This notation is used throughout the remainder of this section. Proof Suppose fw i g is a K-S basis of W , ordered so as to refine the partial ordering by degree. That is, we suppose that jw i j < jw j j implies i < j -such a choice is always possible. We will proceed by induction over the index set, and show an equivalence
for some r 2 and each D k 1 j .w k / 2 B˝^j W . Using the notation introduced above, we may write
where the sum is over all r -tuples I D .i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i r / with i 1 Ä i 2 Ä Ä i r , and for which there are corresponding elements b I 2 B for which jb I w I j D jw k j C 1.
Recall that C k 1 W B˝^W ! B˝^W˝^W denotes the fibrewise multiplication of models that we have in hand. Modulo terms in B˝^CW˝^CW , we have C k 1 .w i / Á w i C w 0 i for each w i 2 W . Therefore, modulo terms in P iCj r C1 B˝^iW˝^j W , we have
Next, we may write
where, as in the notation introduced above, for each s 2, the sum is over all s -tuples J D .j 1 ; : : : ; j s / with j 1 Ä Ä j s , and binary s -tuples " D . 1 ; : : : ; s / such that 1 Ä P r iD1 i Ä r 1, for which there are corresponding elementsˇ" J 2 B such that jˇ" J w " J j D jw k j. For degree reasons, the only indices j i that may occur in the s -tuples in this sum satisfy j i < k . By our induction hypothesis, we have D k 1 .w j i / D 0 for all such terms and thus, by applying D k 1 to the above displayed equation, and working modulo terms in P iCj r C1 B˝^iW˝^j W , we have
In this last expression, we have abused notation somewhat, and written D k 1 (hence D k 1 r ) for the differential D k 1˝B 1 C 1˝B D k 1 in B˝^W˝^W . Now, using the fact that C k 1 is a DG map, equate terms that occur in (4) and (5) (see (3)) from P iCj Dr B˝^iW˝^j W , and obtain the identity
From this identity, if we equate, for example, coefficients from either side in the element w Now using once more our induction hypothesis that D k 1 .w i j / D 0 for each basis element w i j that appears here, we may write
Now make a change of generators, by which we mean the following. Define a map W B˝^W ! B˝^W by settingˆD id on B and on all basis elements w i of W other than w k . On w k , defineˆ.
It is obvious thatˆdefines an isomorphism. Then define a new differential by setting
This DG isomorphism is evidently both under and over B . Furthermore, we also define a new fibrewise multiplication of models C k 1;r C1 , by setting
One readily checks that C k 1;r C1 commutes with differentials, and so is indeed a fibrewise multiplication. Thusˆis an equivalence
But from our construction, we have that D k 1;r C1 D D k 1 D 0 on basis elements w i with i < k , and that D k 1;r C1 .w k / 2 B˝^ r C1 W . By induction, we have an equivalence .D k 1 ; C k 1 / Á B B .D k ; C k /, with D k .w i / D 0 for i Ä k . For finite-dimensional W , the theorem follows immediately by induction over the (finitely many) generators. In case W is infinite-dimensional, note that in the above induction step, in which we built an equivalence .D k 1 ; C k 1 / Á B B .D k ; C k /, the change of generators isomorphism is the identity on generators w i with i < k . Since our equivalences, hence the differentials and the fibrewise multiplications of models, "stabilize" in this way, we obtain the same conclusion even when W is infinite-dimensional.
As a consequence we obtain the following result which represents a fibrewise version of Hopf's theorem. C 0 / for some C 0 . Proof We show first that we may adjust the relative model so as to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, and then make our conclusion from that result. Let C denote the fibrewise multiplication of models induced by the multiplication for X . Suppose fw i g is a K-S basis of W ; we argue by induction over i . Induction starts with i D 1, where we have D.w 1 / D 0. Now suppose inductively that D.w i / 2 B˝^ 2 W for all i < k . We may write 
By our induction hypothesis, and the fact that
so that ‰ gives an equivalence .C; D/ Á B B .C 0 ; D 0 /. From the construction of ‰ , we have that D 0 D D on basis elements w i with i < k , and that D 0 .w k / 2 B˝^ 2 W . It follows immediately by induction that, for finite-dimensional W , we have an equivalence .C; D/ Á B B .C 0 ; D 0 / such that D 0 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. If W is infinite-dimensional, then the same conclusion holds as the change of generators used above is the identity on the w i with i < k , which means that the differential and the multiplication of models stabilize as we proceed over the K-S basis of W .
We can now deduce Theorem 1. and C D C 0 . Here we have H 3 .BI Q/ 6 D 0, and X clearly fails to satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3.2. Note that X may be described as the principal K.Z; 5/-fibration over S 3 S 3 obtained by pulling back the principal K.Z; 5/-fibration over K.Z; 6/, over the map given by a fundamental class in H 6 .S 3 S 3 /. Up to rational homotopy, then, we may view X as a fibrewise space over S 3 with fibre S 3 K.Z; 5/.
Proof of
Next, consider the free loop space on S 2 , which we denote by ƒS 2 . This is a fibrewise H-space over S 2 , and has relative model In this case, one has the standard fibrewise multiplication of models defined by C 0 .x x/ D x
x C x x 0 and C 0 . x y/ D x y C x y 0 . But here one also has a nonequivalent fibrewise multiplication of models, defined by C.
From the calculations in [11, Section 4.4] , it follows that this latter is the fibrewise multiplication of models determined by the fibrewise H-structure of the free loop space. In this case, we have H .BI Q/ zero in odd degrees, but the fibre S 2 has a nonzero rational homotopy group in degree 2. Clearly ƒS 2 fails to satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3.2.
We now turn to the fibrewise extension of the Leray-Samelson Theorem. We assume the fibrewise multiplication mW X B X ! X is (pointed-fibrewise, homotopy) associative. This means that the diagram Proof By Theorem 3.2, we may assume that D D d B˝1 . As in previous arguments, we proceed by induction over a K-S basis fw i g of W , and show that, for each k 1, we have an equivalence
For degree reasons, we must have C.w 1 / D C 0 .w 1 / D w 1 Cw 0 1 , and so setting C 1 D C starts our induction. Now suppose inductively that we have an equivalence of fibrewise multiplications of models .D; C / Á B B .D; C k 1 / for some k 2, with D D d B˝1 (and so D.w i / D 0 for all i ) and C k 1 .
with eachP r 2 B˝P sDr 1 sD1 .^sW˝^r s W / of odd degree. Since 0 D C k 1 .Dw k / D D.C k 1 .w k //,and D.W / D 0, it follows that each P r is a D -cycle. We will show that C k 1 may be successively adjusted so as to remove each term P r . For this, assume inductively that for some r 2 we have an equivalence of fibrewise multiplications of models .
There are two cases, which we handle slightly differently.
Case I r D 2m is even. We may write P 2m D X jI jD2m;"ˇ" I w " I ;
forˇ" I 2 B . Now D.P 2m / D 0 implies that each d B .ˇ" I / D 0, and since P 2m and each w i for i < k is of odd degree, it follows that eachˇ" I is an odd-degree cycle in B . Our assumption on the homology of B now gives that eachˇ" I D d B .Á " I / for some Á " I 2 B , and hence we have
For brevity, write this last term as D.Á 2m /. Define a fibrewise multiplication of models 
Using the fact that D.w i / D 0 for all i , we readily check that H 2m so defined is a DG map. Clearly, this gives a DG homotopy C k 1 r B B C k 1 r C1 . Hence, the identity gives an equivalence of fibrewise multiplications of models .D; C k 1 r / Á B B .D; C k 1 r C1 /. Case II r D 2m C 1 is odd. We may write P 2mC1 D X jI jD2mC1;"ˇ" I w " I ;
forˇ" I 2 B . Arguing as before, we have that eachˇ" I is a cycle in B , but now of even degree, and thus not necessarily exact. To handle this situation, we choose a direct sum decomposition E˚N Š Z.B/ of the cycles (in all degrees) of B , with E D d B .B/ and N a complement. As a vector space, therefore, N Š H .B/. Now refine the sum above, to write
with each˛" I D d B .Á " I / for some Á " I 2 B , and each " I 2 N Â Z.B/. As in the previous step, for brevity we write the first of these sums as D.Á 2mC1 /. Now we use the associativity of C (which entails the associativity of any equivalent fibrewise multiplication of models). Let K be a DG homotopy over and under B that makes (7) DG homotopy commute (with C k 1 r replacing C there). Then we have
with C k 1 r on generators w i with i < k , and on w k takes the form
Finally, define the fibrewise multiplication of models C k 1 r C1 on B˝^W as C k 1
This is a DG homotopy over and under B that makes the following diagram homotopy commute over and under B :
That is, we have an equivalence .D; C k 1 r / Á B B .D; C k 1 r C1 /. In either case, then, we have an equivalent fibrewise multiplication of models C k r C1 that agrees with C k r on generators w i with i < k , and satisfies
By induction, we have an equivalence .D; C k 1 / Á B B .D; C k /, where C k agrees with C 0 on generators through w k .
For finite-dimensional W , the theorem follows immediately by induction over the (finitely many) generators. In case W is infinite-dimensional, note that in the above steps, in which we built an equivalence between C k 1 and C k , the DG homotopies and the change of generators isomorphism were all stationary, or the identity, on generators w i with i < k . Since our fibrewise multiplications, and the equivalences between them, "stabilize" in this way, we obtain the same conclusion even when W is infinite-dimensional.
If either condition (1) or condition (2) of Theorem 3.4 do not hold, then the conclusion may fail, as the following examples illustrate. Example 3.5 When B D and G D Y is a loop space, the conclusion of Theorem 3.4 holds if and only if the rational homotopy groups .G/˝Q equipped with the Samelson product is an abelian graded Lie algebra. Thus taking G D S 2 we obtain an example of a fibrewise associative H-space satisfying condition (1) but not condition (2) for which the conclusion of Theorem 3.4 fails. Another example is given in Example 3.3. The free loop space ƒS 2 satisfies condition (1) but not condition (2) . The fibrewise multiplication of models C described in Example 3.3 is easily checked to be associative, but nonequivalent to the standard multiplication C 0 .
On the other hand, consider the fibrewise multiplication of models
where subscripts denote the degrees of generators, and C.w 3 / D C 0 .w 3 / but C.w 9 / D w 9 C w 0 9 C b 3 w 3 w 0 3 . This example satisfies condition (2) but not condition (1) of Theorem 3.4, and is likewise easily checked to be associative, but nonequivalent to the standard multiplication C 0 .
We now show how to deduce equation (11) from the identity (10). We recall that ;ˇ; ; ı denote algebra maps B˝^W˝^W ! B˝^W˝^W˝^W . In factį s simply the inclusion B˝^W˝^W ! B˝^W˝^W˝1 Â B˝^W˝^W˝^W and ı the inclusion
The mapsˇand are defined as the identity on B and extended on generators w and w 0 of^W˝^W byˇ.w/ D w C w 0 ,ˇ.w 0 / D w 00 and .w/ D w , .w 0 / D w 0 C w 00 . We prove this via a sequence of subsidiary lemmas. To begin, notice that˛,ˇ, and ı do not alter subscripts of generators of^W˝^W . Using anticommutativity, we may write as a sum of I D P " a " I w " I as defined above the statement of Theorem 3.4. Further, because the I in such a sum either satisfy or fail to satisfy the identity (12) independently of each other, it is sufficient to show the result for each I separately.
First, we eliminate the possibility of any I that has a repeated subscript satisfying the identity of the hypothesis. Call the sequence I the subscript sequence of I , and recall that it is a nondecreasing sequence I D .i 1 ; : : : ; i r / with i 1 Ä Ä i r . Since we are assuming that each generator of W is of odd degree, and since each w i is either in 1˝^W˝1 or 1˝1˝^W , any I may have any one subscript repeated at most once, that is, at most two consecutive subscripts i s and i sC1 may agree with each other and, if they do, then we must have i s 1 < i s D i sC1 < i sC2 . then I D 0.
Proof We may use the anticommutativity of B˝^W˝^W to write this I as
with y I D .i 1 ; : : : ; b i s ; b i s ; : : : ; i r / is the subscript sequence of length r 2 with the repeated entries removed. Notice that we allow for further repeats in the remaining sequence y I . Expanding identity (13), we obtain
Lemma 3.10 Fix I D .i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i r / with i 1 < i 2 < < i r and r 1.
Rational H-triviality of some fibrewise groups
We show how Theorem 2 may be applied to a standard construction of fibrewise groups (see [5, page 14] Proof It suffices to prove EG G G is a nilpotent space where G acts on itself via the adjoint action. We here have the identification EG G G ' map.S 1 ; BG/ (cf [13, Lemma A.1]). Since S 1 is a finite CW-complex, nilpotence is given by [12, Theorem II.3.11] .
We give one further example based on work of Klein, Schochet and Smith [13] . 
